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Abstract— The electrical modelling of rail tracks with multiple
running trains is complex due to the difficulties of solving the
power flow. The trains’ positions, speed, and acceleration change
instantly which makes the system nonlinear. Additionally, the
nonreversible substations are another reason for the nonlinearity
of the system. These nonlinear characteristics of the rail system
make the power flow analysis more complicated. In this paper, a
simple method for modelling electric railways has been used to
avoid complicated algorithms to solve the power flow. The method
depends mainly on modelling the mechanical and electrical
characteristics of the full rail track system using the simulation
tool Simscape, which has been developed by MathWorks. The
model is able to provide the track voltage and also the trains
voltages. Through the implementation of Energy Storage Systems
(ESSs) it will be possible to improve the energy efficiency of
electric railways by effectively controlling the rail track voltage
and the trains contact voltages.
Keywords— Braking resistors; electric railways; energy storage
system; regenerative braking; rail track;

I.

INTRODUCTION

For many years now, there has been a demand to move from
diesel trains to electric trains in order to reduce harmful
emissions, noise and to take advantage of lighter weight
locomotives [1]. Electric railways can be AC or DC.
Historically, DC was preferred for the ease of controlling trains’
DC motors. Economically, AC is preferred for its ability to step
up and step down the voltage, which reduces conductor size.
However, line losses of low voltage electric railways are higher
in AC than in DC due to the skin effect and the loop inductance.
In the UK, DC railway systems use overhead transmission lines,
and a 3rd rail or 4th rail. Overhead transmission lines are not
commonly used in urban areas because they are difficult to build
in confined spaces, notably in tunnels, and are not aesthetically
desirable. The 3rd and 4th rails are placed on the ground close to
the running rails. The main advantages of 3rd and 4th rail lines
are the low price of construction, low cost of maintenance, and
the ability to construct them where space is limited [2].
Substations provide the power from the AC electrical grid
through DC rectification with the UK commonly using either
750V or 1500V. In some DC rail systems, running rails are
responsible for carrying the return current to the substations
through the connection between the train’s wheels and the rails.
Only one feeder conductor is required in this case and is called
the 3rd rail, set either beside the rails or between them. The

alternative is a 4th rail system where the rail track has two
running rails and two power rails. The live rail, which is the 3rd
rail, is placed on the side of the running rails. The return rail,
which is the 4th rail, is placed on the center or on the other side
of the track. The 4th rail is applied as a return conductor to
substations to avoid using the running rails to pass current which
is shown to cause premature erosion [3].
In urban cities, the 4th rail track system is commonly used
with a very short distance between passenger stations. Trains
need to accelerate and decelerate in a very short time in order to
achieve top speeds. This results in a high generation of power
before leaving a station and a high regeneration of power before
reaching the next station [4]. This surge in power can cause
voltage peaks and dips due to the resistance in the conductors
and as the substations are commonly just rectifiers, there is no
power flow back to grid. However, even if the substations are
bidirectional, it is not practical to re-feed the power to the grid
due to the immature relay activation, and phase mismatching.
The power that is regenerated on braking is ideally consumed by
other trains on the same conductor rails. However, to protect the
track from high voltages, this excess power is dissipated as heat
through the onboard braking resistors. This energy is regarded
as wasted as it cannot be reused. Furthermore, the heat that is
dissipated can increase the overall energy requirements for
cooling on underground rail systems.
It has been proposed in literature, and more recently with a
number of pilots installed around the world, energy storage
systems (ESSs) could support peak powers on DC rail tracks and
in turn increase the system efficiency. To study the size of ESS,
where to locate it and how it is controlled requires a
sophisticated voltage model capable of supporting multiple train
simulations [5]. T. Kulworawanichpong [6] solved the power
flow of a multi-train model by using a simplified NewtonRaphson method. B. Mohamed, P. Arboleya and C. GonzalezMoran [7] have provided a method called a Modified Current
Injection to solve the electric railway power flow, whether the
substations were reversible or non-reversible. Different
simulation methods for electric railways were provided in [8],
[9], [10], [11] and [12]. However, all of them were able to just
provide the trains contact voltages, and not the track voltage.
This paper has developed a simulation approach to modelling
the mechanical and electrical characteristics of a 4th rail track
including vehicles, rail track, and substations. The simulation
method presented in this paper, can accurately analyze the power
flow, measure the track voltage and the voltages that the trains

are subjected to. Consequently, onboard or stationary ESSs can
be introduced into the model for analysis and optimization.
II. THE TEST SCENARIO
The test scenario proposes equal distances between the
rectifier substations and also between the passenger stations.
Fig. 1 shows that there are 7 passenger stations separated by
1.5km that the trains stop at. The trains start their journeys at
station A and finish their journeys at station G. To demonstrate
electrical validation, the journeys are repetitive and the train’s
characteristics and load are the same for all of them. The typical
speed profile of a certain train between any two virtual stations
is shown in Fig. 2, and it is shown that the maximum speed is
38.88km/h. The six trains have the same speed profile that is
repeated between any two consecutive passenger stations with
the mass of each train remaining the same.
Table I shows the arrival time of the trains at each station,
except for station A, where it shows the departure time. It is
assumed that the trains are restricted to this timetable and their
dwell time in the inter-stations is 30 seconds. The cyclic railway
timetable was first used in 1931 in Netherlands, for passengers’
convenience, by making the timetables easy to memorize. Later
on, cyclic timetables were adopted by European countries in
their bus, metro and railway systems [13]. The positions of the
trains against time for the whole journey is shown in Fig. 3. It
can be seen that there is an overlap between the trains where a
train is braking while another one is accelerating. This overlap
plays a very important role in terms of energy exchange and
voltage stability. To effectively consume the regenerative
braking power for the accelerating trains, the distance between
the braking trains and the accelerating trains should be short to
minimize losses due to the resistance of the conductor.
Consequently, if the traffic density is low and there are not
enough trains that can import all of the regenerative braking
power, an overvoltage will occur, potentially causing damage to
the power network. To protect the system from overvoltage,
braking resistors installed on the train are switched in at a
defined voltage threshold to dissipate the regenerative power.
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Fig. 1. Rail track with 3 substations and 6 running trains.
TABLE I
TIME SCHEDULE OF THE TRAINS IN SECONDS

Station Train1 Train 2 Train 3 Train 4 Train 5 Train 6
A
0
145
290
435
580
725
B
164
309
454
599
744
889
C
358
503
648
793
938
1083
D
552
697
842
987
1132
1277
E
746
891
1036
1181 1326
1471
F
940
1085
1230
1375
1520
1665
G
1134 1279
1424
1569
1714
1859

A

Fig. 2. Driving cycle of a train between any two consecutive passenger
stations.

Fig. 3. Train diagrams consisting 7 passenger stations.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION
A. Physical Modelling
In order to move a train from its stationary state, a tractive
force needs to be applied. The tractive force decreases when the
train’s speed increases, and depends on many factors such as the
vehicle weight, the gradient, the inclination, and the trip time.
Furthermore, the braking force is responsible for bringing the
train to a standstill. While a train is moving, a force – the drag
force – resists its movement, and consists rolling resistance and
air resistance. The equations used in this paper are adopted from
[14] as follows:
 The drag force Q(v) in kN is represented by the Davis
equation as

Q(v)  a  bv  cv2 .

(1)

The coefficients of the Davis equation depend on the train
type, when they are calculated experimentally a represents the
bearing resistance and is relative to the vehicle mass, b
represents the rolling resistance, and c represents the air
resistance. The values of the Davis coefficients are available in
Table II.
 The maximum tractive force F (v) in kN is
 F (v)  310,

 F (v)  310  (10v  100),

v  10m / s
10  v  22.2m / s

(2)

 The maximum electrical braking force B(v) in kN is
 B(v)  260,

 B(v)  260  (18v  270),

v  15m / s

Substation1
Internal Resistance

Train dynamics are described in Fig. 4. Grade and curvature
resistance are ignored in this model. A PI controller is used to
control the train’s speed to integrate it with the electric power
system. The outputs of the physical model that feed the power
system model are the distance travelled by a certain train, and
the train’s current demand (import/export) at that instance. The
objective of the electrical model is to be able to simulate the
voltage and current along the conductors to analyze the power
flow.
B. Electrical Modelling
Substations are based on AC-DC rectification and they are
unidirectional. For the reason of considering the DC traction in
this study, the AC side of the substation is disregarded and
assumed to provide fixed DC voltages. Substations are modelled
using ideal DC voltage sources and internal resistances which
represents Thevenin’s equivalent, as shown in Fig. 5. The 3rd and
4th rails are represented by resistive lines. In the figure, the
resistance between the train and the substation is variable, with
the distance travelled by the train, and it is represented by the
multiplication of the per unit rail electrical resistance and the
difference in distance between the train and the substation. The
electrical resistance between a certain train and the previous or
the next station is a time variant. Furthermore, the other trains
running either behind or ahead of a certain train change the
electrical resistance value between this train, the next station and
the previous station.
The challenge in modelling the electrical system is that the
location of the trains is variable, and this causes instantaneous
changes to the apparent electrical configuration of the network.
Another challenge is that the power demand of the trains also
changes with their location. This requires calculation of the
voltages and currents at each node along the track. In other
words, the network is time-varying, and the circuit equations
change based on the train’s speed and location and the number
of trains on the track. The model parameters are shown in Table
II.
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Fig. 4. Dynamics of a single train.

Forward Rail Resistance

(3)

v  15m / s

The train is represented by an ideal current source importing
current when it is accelerating or cruising, and exporting current
when it is decelerating. The train’s power demand changes with
time due to the different speed modes, while the auxiliary power
is always zero for the sake of simplification. The length of the
vehicle is ignored and treated as a particle.
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Fig. 5. Electrical configuration of a train running between two successive
substations.

The electrical resistance between a train and the previous
station, or the following train, is calculated by (4). Equation (5)
can be applied to calculate the electrical resistance between a
running train and the next station, or the train ahead if there is
one. For example, Fig. 6 shows the electrical resistance
difference between train 1 and the next or previous passenger
station. Applying (4) to train 2’s journey results in Fig. 7, and
applying (5) to train 2’s journey results in Fig. 8.

 R'dn (t )  Rd  d n (t );
 '
 R dn (t )  Rd  (d n (t )  d n 1 (t ));

d n 1 (t )  yn 1
d n 1 (t )  yn 1

(4)

 R''dn (t )  Rd  (d s  d n (t ));
d n 1 (t )  yn 1
 ''
(5)
 R dn (t )  Rd  (d n 1 (t )  d n (t )); d n 1 (t )  yn 1
Where, R'dn (t ) is the electrical resistance between train n
and the previous passenger station or the following train, R''dn (t )
is the electrical resistance between train n and the next
passenger station or the train ahead, Rd is the electrical
resistance of the rail track, d n (t ) is the distance travelled by
train n which is time variant, and d s is the distance between
any two consecutive passenger stations, which is always 1.5km
in our case. It is worth mentioning that d n (t ) represents the
travelled distance by train n between any two consecutive
stations, which means that this distance starts at 0km to 1.5km
and then repeated until the train finishes its journey. The
travelled distance by a train that is running between train n and
the station ahead of train n is identified as dn 1 (t ) , and the
travelled distance by a train that is running between train n and
the last previous station passed by train n is named dn 1 (t ) .
Finally, yn 1 represents the location of the station ahead of train
n and yn 1 represents the location of the station that was lastly
passed by train n .
The values of R'dn (t ) , and R''dn (t ) are substituted as variable
resistors, that are used to form the electrical model of the railway
in Fig. 1. The model and simulation of the 4th rail track was
implemented in MATLAB Simulink. Simscape was used to
model the electrical system which was integrated with the
physical system. The physical system is responsible for feeding
d n (t ) and the current demand of the trains to the electrical
model.

substations. Thus, each rectifier substation is responsible to just
feed two adjacent electrical sections. The voltages of the
substations are shown in Fig. 10. The voltages of the substations
drop below the nominal voltage when the trains accelerate close
to them, and the voltages rise when the trains decelerate close to
the substations.

Fig. 6. The electrical resistance between train 1 and the passenger stations.

It is noticed that between the three substations, substation 2,
which is located in the middle of the track, is producing more
power than the others. The mean power of the substations is
0.5MW, 0.73MW, and 0.29MW respectively. The traction
substation 2 supplies more power because, in most cases, it is
closer to the accelerating trains than the other two traction
substations. Similarly, the highest peak power occurs at
substation 2 with a value of 3.15MW.

Fig. 7. The electrical resistance difference between train 2 and the train
behind or the previous passenger station.

Fig. 9. The voltages at the trains’ locations: (a) train 1; (b) train 2; (c) train 3;
(d) train 4; (e) train 5; (f) train 6.

Fig. 8. The electrical resistance difference between train 2 and the train
ahead or the next passenger station.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Multiple trains with different scenarios were simulated using
the proposed modelling methodology. Interactions between the
trains and power flow based on the track’s voltage have been
shown in Fig. 9. The figure shows the results for six trains. The
interactions between the trains are very high due to the short
distance between them.
The rapid change of voltage is due to the change in the power
demand of a train and also due to the interactions between trains.
During braking mode, the train’s voltage climbs to a value
higher than the substation voltage before it is controlled by the
braking resistor box.
The two sections of the railway are electrically isolated by a
dead zone called neutral section, which is located at each
substation. This sectioning is applied to balance the national grid
by drawing power from different phases for adjacent

Fig. 10. The substations’ voltages: (a) substation 1; (b) substation 2; (c)
substation 3.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE TRAINS AND THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
Symbol

Quantity
train mass

Value
27215.5kg

2.965N

Vs

Davis equation constant
coefficient
Davis equation linear term
coefficient
Davis equation quadratic
term coefficient
substation dc voltage

Rs

substation inner resistance

20m

Rd

rail electrical resistance

15m / km

Vmax

Voltage threshold

740V

m
a

b
c

0.23Ns / m

0.005Ns 2 / m2
600V

Fig. 11 shows the total wasted energy in the braking resistors
for the same system but with different departure intervals. It can
be seen that increasing the headway increases the losses in the
braking resistors because the trains running at a low traffic
density. Headway is crucial to optimize energy efficiency in
multi-train railways. Furthermore, storing the regenerative
energy in ESSs instead of dissipating it in the braking resistors
can be used to improve the energy efficiency of the railway. The
unused braking energy of each train is calculated by
T

Ecb   I cb Vtrain dt
0

(6)

where I cb is the current passing through the braking resistor of
the train, and Vtrain is the voltage seen by the train.
Effective power exchange between the running trains can
reduce the power consumption of the rectifier substations,
therefore the utilization of the regenerative energy should be
considered for the study into ESSs. The utilization factor
utilization measures the percentage of the used braking energy out
of the total braking energy, as follows
 Er   Ecb 100%
utilization 
(7)
 Er

 E is the total regenerative energy by the braking
trains and  E is the total dissipated braking energy in the
where

r

cb

braking resistors of the trains.
The utilization factor for the case study above is 77%,
meaning that minimal energy was wasted in the braking

resistors, due to the high traffic density. Fig. 12 shows the
receptivity of the railway line, which is the capability of the
trains to accept the available regenerative energy by decelerating
trains. It is observed that the line’s receptivity reduces with
increasing headway. In decoupled railways, the receptivity of
the lines deteriorates with the increase of headway due to the
high likelihood of consecutive trains being separated by
different electrical sections, which is the case for 550s headway.
However, if all of the trains start accelerating and decelerating
together, then the wasted energy in the onboard braking resistors
will be very high and the utilization factor will be very low
despite the fact that the headway is small. It is concluded that the
lower number of trains running simultaneously on the track
results in lower power utilization in the railway. Similarly,
increasing the headway of multi-trains decreases the power
utilization in the railway.
V. VALIDATION
The passenger stations are situated at different locations
along the track, and they are stationary. The trains are moving
with time and they all pass these stations at a known time.
Measuring the passenger stations’ voltages and the voltages
experienced by the trains, these should be matched at that time
when a train is located at a certain station. From Table I, it is
known that train 1 reaches interstation F at 940s and dwells for
30s, and during this time, voltage matching occurs as shown in
Fig. 13. Another case is considered in Fig. 14, which shows a
match between the virtual station’s voltage and the train’s
voltage when the train and the station have the same location on
the track. Noticeably, high voltage calculation accuracy is
proved notwithstanding the dynamic behavior of the electric
railway.
Another method to validate the model is summing the total
energy, which should be equal to zero. In other words, the
substations’ output energy and the trains’ regenerative energy
should equal to the trains’ energy consumption, and the total
losses in the system as follows

E  E  E  E
s

r

where

E

t

line _ losses

  Esubstation _ losses   Ecb

(8)

is the total energy consumption of all of the

s

 E is the total regenerative energy by the
braking trains;  E is the total traction energy consumed by all
of the trains;  E
is the total energy losses in the 3
and 4 rail; and  E
is the total energy losses in the

substations;

r

t

rd

line _ losses

th

substation _ losses

internal resistors of the substations;.

 E (kWh)  E (kWh)  E (kWh)  E
s

857.94

r

207.5

t

893.06

line _ losses

82.44

(kWh)

E

substation _ losses

50.76

(kWh)

E

cb

(kWh)

47.69

From the above results, it is calculated that the two sides of (8)
are equal with an error of 0.79%, which is acceptable due to the
transients created by the switches in the simulation model.

VI.

Fig. 11. The total energy dissipated through the onboard braking resistors
with respect to changing the headway.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to develop an electrical model
that describes the effect of a moving train over an electric DC
railway. The work has presented a simplified test scenario of 6
trains running on a 9km rail track in order to show validation of
the model against the expected observations. The model can
provide the track and train voltages at any location along with
power flows. This model can therefore be used to study the
effects of energy storage on the railway system and to optimize
it for solutions. Consequently, it will be possible to design
onboard or stationary ESSs to import and export energy with
accurate energy calculations by voltage control. The proposed
simulation method is simple, accurate, and adaptable to changes
in the circuit configuration. As a consequence of this method,
iterative math methods to solve the nonlinear equations of the
system have been avoided.
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